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‘ unmzo STATES Drs'mcr count '

FOR THE DISTRICT OFMASSN’WW
,«W'I‘;”t

AKAMAI TECHNOLOGIES, INC,

CABLE & WIRELESS INTERNET § CM) Actrqtt‘Ni‘ H430 RWZSERVICES, INC. (fomcfly hows: as 5
DIGITAL ISLAND, INC), § Judge Rye W label

9
and § JURY TRIAL REQUESTED

§
KINETBCIL ENG, §

§
Plaintiffs, §

§
vs. 9

§
§
§
§
§

Defendant.

CWIS’ OPENING MARKMAN BRIEF CONSTRUING TI'H‘I TERMS
AT ISSUE IN 9.; [ATEN'I‘ N0. 6,415,180

Pursuant to the om: ofthis Com, plaintiffCabIe a: Wireless Intcrnet Sex-vim, Inc.

(“CWIS”) submits this claim construction brief, construing the seven terms at issue in U.S.

Patent No. 6,415,280 (“thc '280 patent"), The terms are damfiles, data identifier. given

fimcrian, comprises, cached versions ofdatafiles, hash, and value.

' Tam TECHNOLOGY 03mm CLAIMS AT 13st ,

The claims of the ‘280 ptatcm at issue in this case are directed at various methods for

using a data Identifier to ensure that a frail, lather than state, data file is served by the cache

. server of a Content Delivery Network (“CDN").'

 

' 'Iheclat'mntiuuein thiacasa acclaim: 9.18 1220.21.23.24 25. 35. 36 37. 38nd” oftbc ‘280 patent.
The alums gencmuy refer to the method ducrflwd ”min a: a “comm! delivery method" um involvw “WW'
data am. See Declaration 9/77». Walker (“mum Dec]. '0, Tub A: ‘280 parent.
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The ‘280 patent is a continuation of U.S. Patent No. 5,978,701 (“‘791 patent"), which

was the subject ofs previous trial before Your Horror. The claims at issue in the ‘79l trial were

directed broadly to identifying a data item throughout an entire data processing system using an

"identifier depending on and being determined using all of the data in the data item and only the

detain the data item” Declaration'of‘Tinwtlry Walker (“Walker Decl."), Tab B: ‘79l patent,

claims 30. 31, 33 and 41.2 The claims at issue in this case aredifi‘ereut. They are directed to

serving flesh data files from a CDN cache server, not identifying data items throughout an entire

data processing system} The claims in this case describe using “data Identlfiers" to ensure that

the cached data files are fresh, where the “data identifiers" are determined using at least the
contents of the data file.

in everyday terms, suppose that the Washington Post website is maintained on an origin

server in Boston, you are at a computer terminal in Cambridge, there is a lstebrealdng news

story in Washington, D.C., and you wont to see the fiont~page, lead picture from the Post “s

website. You send a request from your computer in Cunbridge to get the Post '3 front—page, lead

picture if the data file that includes that lead picture is on a cache server in Boston. your

computer's brovvser can retrieve the data more quickly from the nearby'cnche server, rather than

having to send the reqirest all the way to the Post ‘3 origin server in Northern Virginia. This

quicker retrieval, however, is dependent upon the cache server in Boston having a data file that

contains the current flout-page lead picture. and not the lead picture firm 4 hours ago. The ‘280

' The claims stissue in the '791 vial werveleims 30,31,329 and“, sad each claim requiredsn'identifier
dependingonendbelngdetcrminedueingsllofthedminthedetaitemmdoniythedminthedataitem."
’ The petentee. in response to a request from the Examiner to explain the claimed invention. described the '280
patent as involving a “content delivery method“ that uses “cached versions" of data files. Walker Deal, Tub C:
Amendment, 8/22/01, at p. 46. - »
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. patent is directed to using data identifier: to ensure that the data file sewed by the cache server is

fresh. and contains the current picture that exists on the Post's origin server.

In a CDN system, data is typically stored in data files on the origin server, and a copy of

the data files may be stored on a cache server. Declaration ofRobert Dewar (“Dewar Deck"),

1? 20. Ordinarily, a data file is identified using a Uniform Resource Locator ("URL") that

typically includes a pattmeme. For exsrnple, the Washington Post fi‘ontvpage lead picture may be

identified as “http://media.washingtonpostcomlwp-stv/photonwmepme/hpfiZS-O3bjpg." The

'280 patent explains that when data is simply identified by s URL, any change to the data on the

origin server may not be reflected on the CDN cache server. To ensure that the cache dam is

flesh, the CDN system typically uses a costly “synchronization" process. The ‘280 patent

describes this "synchronization" process:

Before using a cached item, a cache client must either reload the cached item,
‘be informed ofchanges to the cached item, or confirm that the master item
corresponding to the cached item has not changed. In other words, a cache
client must synchronize its data items with those on the cache server. This
synchronization may involve reloading data items onto the cache client. The
need to keep the cache synchronized or reload it adds significant overhead to
existing caching mechanisms.

Walker Decl., Tab A: 2:63—3z4.’ The claims at issue in the ‘280 patent use a data identifier to

avoid this costly “synchronization”, process.

The ‘280 patent explains that when ‘ data if‘fiitfiéi‘ “is being used to cache dais items,

the problems of maintaining cache consistency are avoided." 37:24~26; 3:58-60.’ The

 

‘ Throughout this brief, the ‘280 parent ’5 refined to by columnists: line numflers. The '280 patent is attached asExhibit A to the Walker Declaration. . '

’ For example, the ‘280 patent explains the data identifier, in the context of. key, as follows:
Towmsscechewdtofill it fromiuswvwwhylsrequiredwidentiftrtlmdats

item desired. Ordinarily. theheyh I name orcddreu Iiotlris case, it wouldhcthc. ,
pathoame of. file]. lithe data associated with such a key is charged, tbe‘client's cache
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consistency problems are avoided because the data tdcnttflcr is dctctmined using at least the

contents ofthe data file. As a molt, when the underlying data changes (La, the Post's lead

picture changes) a new data file is created on the origin server and a new data identifier is

determined using at least the contents of that new data file. According to the “280 patent, the

data tdentlfier is created using a "givon‘ function of the data," and the ”data used by the given

fimeu‘on comprises the contents ofthc particular data file.” 4t :1 M 4, 4133952, 42.1043,

The '280 patent further explain; that the data identifier is a "substantially unique"

identifia for a data file 6:8-9. The ‘280 patent does not require absolute uniqtiencss of the data

identifier, but only “sufficient uniqueness" for the application. 13:49-50. The ‘280 patent

recognizes that, in the context ofa CDN cache, the actual number of cached data files “form a

very sparse subset om! possible inputs." 13:740. Accordingly. the likelihood ofa data

tdemtller collision (Let, the same data identifier for difiemtt data files) in the context of a CDN

is exhumely remote. 13:19—29. Given this small subset ofeacbed data files, the ‘280 patent

recognizes that “lower probabilities ofuniqueness may be acceptable." 13:31-33.

The ‘280 patent also contemplates combining the data identifier with other information to

provide an additional level of uniqueness, ifnecessary. According to the ‘280 patent, the data

identifier may “use tagged, typed, categorized or classified data items and use a combination of

both the [data identifier] and the tag, type, category or class's of the data item as an identifier."

 

becomes inconsistent; when the each: client trim to that name, it will retrieve the wrong

. By using an mboclirnent ofthe present invention, the who key uniqoely
identities the data it moment». When the data associated with a name changes, the key

| ttselfchangea. Thai. when a each: client wiahes to accee: the modified data associated
‘ t withugivenolenammtwittuieanewkeyldteTmeNamcoftbenewfilelmthutlun

the key to the old file content: in its cache.
37:27.44.
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1314244. The patent explaios that these “tags provide rm additional level of uniqueness."

l3250—5 1.

THE TERMS AT ISSUE

The seven terms at issue in this case are: (1) datafiles; (2) data identt/ler; {3) given

flmt’fl'tm; (4) comprises; (5) cached versions; (6) hash; and (7) value. The terms appear

repeatedly in the 13 separate claims that CWIS ESSQXESJJIQ Claims 9 end 35 are illustrative. 1hr:

text of Claim 9 provides as follows (with the terms at issue in italicized red):

9. In a system in which a set of data/tier are distributed across a
network ofsewers some of the data/Ne: being cached from a

source server distinct from the servers in the network a content
delivery method comprising:

determining a data identifier for a particular datufitu on the source
server, the data identifier being determined using a given/anchor: of
the data, wherein said data used by the g/venfunctton to determine

the data identifier comprises the contents of the particular datafile;and ‘

responsive to a request for the particular datafIe the request
including at least the data Identifier ot‘ the particular datafile
causing acopy of the particular datafile to be provided from a
given one of the sewers of the network of servers.

The text of Claim 35 provides as follows (with the terms at issue in italicized red):

35. A content delivery method, comprising;

distributing a set ordain/Hes across a network of servers, at least
some of the dataftles being arched versions ofdatafiles from
another server, said other server heing distinct from the network of
5ch etc;

dctennining a data Identifier for a particular data/lie, the data
Identifier including a hash of the contents 'of the particular data/He;
and

in response to a request for the particular dataHe, the request
including at least the data identifier of the particular data/lie,
providing the particular datafie from a given one of the servers of
the network of servers
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